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MINUTES OF THE ROADWATER VILLAGE TRUST MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE MEETING HELD ON 
MONDAY 12th NOVEMBER 2012 AT 8 PM 
 

 
PRESENT:  Mary Coles, Christine Harris, Paul Richards, Steve Eggar, Ann Foster, Julia Eggar. David 
Geary,  Sarah Wetheridge, Ginnette Bowyer, Gemma Bush, Rob Wilson 
 
APOLOGIES:  Mo Best, Moira Lea, Rosmarie Nettleton, Debbie Dennis, Christos Yianni. Jackie Heard,  
Edward Townsend 
 
In the absence of Edward Townsend, Sarah Wetheridge, the Vice-Chair, chaired the meeting. 
 

2. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING 
The minutes of the previous meeting (17/09/12) were approved as a correct record with 2 amendments:  
Apologies - Gemma Bush was present at the meeting. 
Minute 3.1.3  final sentence, remove the words ‘considerable amount’ to read “ Rob Wetheridge had 
documentation relating to this. 
 
Rob Wilson was welcomed as the new representative of Roadwater Cricket Club, Christos Yianni was 
now the representative for Roadwater Community Cinema. 
 

3. MATTERS ARISING 
3.1 Hall Maintenance and Safety Work 
3.1.1 General maintenance 

Steve Eggar reported that a further 3 halogen bulbs had blown in the Snooker Room and been replaced.  
The date and site of the lights had been noted and monitoring of the problem would continue.  It was not 
known whether Edward Townsend had contacted Hickins since the previous meeting.   ET 
 
SE had been unwell and wasn’t able to stay at the meeting but he did want to inform members about the 
recent HSE (Health & Safety Executive) information about the warning re carbon monoxide fumes in 
confined spaces where pellet boilers are used. He had contacted Simon Boorer (Optimum)  for his 
comments and would circulate these.  He had also contacted Simon regarding the alarms appearing on 
the boiler at regular intervals.           SE 

 
3.1.2 Cracks in East Wall  
 SE had placed test points in the crack on the east wall and was to measure and compare the distance in a 

couple of weeks.              SE 
 

3.1.3 Outside stairs (West side) 
 ET had approached the recommended builders to obtain quotes for this work but although one builder had 

visited the site he had not produced a quote, the others had not yet replied.  David Geary suggested the 
possibility of replacing the stone structure with new wooden stairs as an alternative.  The advantages 
would be a storage space underneath the stairs, a more pleasing structure and a possible cheaper option.    
Rob Wilson said that any new structural work would have to wait until the surface water drainage problem 
was solved.  DG agreed to organise a drawing and quotes in readiness.     DG 
 

3.1.4 Surface water drainage from Mount Lane 
 An SCC team from Bridgwater had recently been investigating the problem and some members had 

spoken to them to find out what they thought the solution should be.  Apparently the men had eventually 
found the appropriate manhole cover but couldn’t see down because the access was so bad - 
consequently it was impossible to use a camera.   For future ease of access the team wanted to build up 
the bank just inside the ground and put in 2 new manhole covers.  It was agreed that to assist the 
operation the fence that ran down beside the north side of the hall could be removed.  RW and Paul 
Richards both said that whatever was found in the investigation it was obvious that the pipe across the 
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recreation ground was too small to take the outfall from the large pipe that had been laid in Mount Lane.  
The only solution they could envisage was to replace the small pipe.   

 
3.1.5  Optimum Heating 
 An engineer had been to the hall and spoken to SE about the problem with the boiler.  According to him 

there was a turnscrew blocked caused by the pellet supply being too dusty.  Forever Fuels, the pellet 
supplier, had been recommended by Optimum and ET had written a firm letter to them pointing out this 
fact and objecting to the fee charged for the visit.          ET/SE 

 
3.1.6 Car Park entrance gate 

Brian Chinn had put ticker tape on the gate to warn new users of the car park that it jutted out slightly from 
the wall.  Members agreed that there was not much more to be done apart from care to be taken by 
drivers entering the car park. 
 

3.2 Recreation Ground 
3.2.1 Totem Pole 

Mo Best was not present - this was still an ongoing item.         MB 
 
3.2.2 Play Equipment 

The work had not gone ahead to the seesaw and slide due to the incapacity of Pete Henson.  Andy 
Swallow had spoken to Kyle and Kieren Roberts who had offered to look at the repair job.  Since that site 
meeting they had emailed the Secretary with their approximate costing for the work - £700-£800 (equal 
the original price).  In the correspondence it mentioned that they would be undertaking the work on 
guidance given and would not take on any responsibility for future problems with the equipment - 
members were not satisfied with this. Rob Wilson said the work would need to be signed off by someone 
with appropriate experience/qualification.  MC to reply to Kyle and Kieren explaining this and hopefully find 
a way forward.  It was important that the work be undertaken by the spring.  Julia Eggar suggested 
perhaps it would be sensible to purchase a new seesaw, cost to be sought.  MC said she was trying to get 
time to source grants for new play equipment which had been discussed.  Andy Swallow had kindly 
offered to look into grants with help from others.        MC/JE 
 

3.3 Hall Improvements – Phase 3 
3.3.1 Fence alongside the Car Park 

Neil Gregory was to start work on the fence as soon as the weather was suitable.  It was hoped a small 
working party could remove the fence to save about £60. 
 

3.3.2 Refurbishment of Hall Floor 
Total Floor Care had completed the work within 2 days, allowing 3 days drying time to follow. Members 
were extremely pleased with the finish and colour of the floor.  There had been a few worries about the 
durability of the lacquer as only two coats had been used and the floor receives tremendous use.  There 
had been no instructions regarding ‘aftercare’ consequently MC had made contact with the firm and Tim 
Derbyshire had reassured her that 2 coats were sufficient.  He had also sent a fact sheet for upkeep of the 
floor which included the use of a particular floor cleaner that MC had ordered.  A 5litre container cost 
£19.99 from a website.  It was suggested that the washing of the floor should be left to the cleaner and if 
there was a particular need for it to be done after hiring a charge should be levied on the hirer.  This fact 
that should be added to the hire agreement. They also recommended a further visit in 2 years’ time to re-
treat the floor.              MC 

 
3.3.3 Patio Area 
 This was an ongoing project.           MC 

 
3.4 New Purchases 
 Ben Lintott had removed the old chairs.  The Miele vacuum cleaner had been found in the disabled toilet 

and the purchase of a new one was not now necessary.  Brian Pring had a small freezer that the hall 
could have which was now downstairs. 
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3.5 Broadband System 

SE stressed again that a remote access control for the heating would mean the heating system could be 
controlled away from the hall and could be monitored and set easily which would save time and money.  It 
was decided that, because of the monthly cost of broadband, the decision regarding the installation of 
Broadband in the hall be postponed in the hope that a cheaper alternative could be found.    All   

 
3.6 Hallmark 1 & 2 renewal 

Certificates had been received from the Community Council for Hallmark 1 and 2.  MC read out a letter 
from Marjie Dorling informing her that Roadwater had been selected by the hallmark visitors’ groups to 
receive the West Somerset district hallmark award.  A shield was to be presented at a later date as no one 
had been present at the recent Community Council Buildings Network Event.  SW said we should all ‘pat 
ourselves on the back’ for gaining this award.       ET/DD/SE/MC 
 

3.8 Sound Proofing 
MC had been loaned a book about Sound Proofing against musical noise and it was to be shown to 
Edward Townsend.  It was suggested that Brian Lawton might be interested to see it at some point and 
make observations.           MC  

 
3.9 Bank interest options 

Debbie Dennis would investigate the possibility of better interest options once she was settled in her new 
home.            DD 
 

3.10 Grant from Christine Lawrence (SCC) 
 Christine Lawrence had granted £500 for equipment to the Junior Cricket Club run by Petri Cole.  MC had 

also approached her for help towards new play equipment for the recreation ground, there was a 
possibility of further money being available.  If this was not forthcoming Petri was willing to share the grant 
he had been offered. 
 

4. REPORTS 
4.1 TREASURER  

The Treasurer report was as follows: 
 

 Cash and Bank Accounts 
 
  19054.40  CAF 
  1109.37  Current 
  28.27  Petty Cash 
  £20192.04  Total 

 

It was agreed unanimously that Edward Townsend would be added to the cheque signatory list and Sarah 
Cole be removed.  The signatories would be:  Edward Townsend, Debbie Dennis, Mary Coles and Steve 
Eggar.  The Yoga Group requested to pay their dues via a Standing Order Gemma Bush to give bank 
details to DD.          DD 
 

4.2 FUND RAISERS 
Chris Harris reported on recent fund raising activities: 
£151 – Big Breakfast 
£47.60 – Halloween Disco 
£5 donation from Brooke Foods. 
CH reminded members of the forthcoming events – 8th December Christmas Tree lights, 19th December 
Christmas bingo.  It was hoped to stage a Murder Mystery event on 26th January. 
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DG thought there may be a possibility of obtaining a tree from Woodadvent and he would enquire.  Any 
other ideas for possible tree donors would be welcomed. 
 

4.3 COMMUNITY CINEMA 
Shows were going well and it was hoped that the new 2013 programme would be out very soon. 
David Geary said there were slight problems getting the sound rebalanced with better definition of diction 
as it was sometimes difficult to understand.  Ginnette Bowyer added that the sound was too loud and quite 
uncomfortable at times and hopefully this could be sorted out.      CY/DG 
 

5. CORRESPONDENCE 
 There was no correspondence to discuss. 
 
6. WORKING PARTY FOR HALL TIDY UP 

It was agreed that there would be a working party during and after the next Big Breakfast on 12th January, 
to tidy inside the hall and outside (weather permitting).  Members were encouraged to come along with 
other helpers to start the work anytime from 10.30 am onwards.   

 
6. DATE OF NEXT MEETING 

Monday 14th January at 8 pm. 
 

7. ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
 Ginnette Bowyer was trying to tidy up along the mesh fence bordering the car park but could not get 

behind the Play Group shed.  MC suggested the shed be moved to allow easy access, apparently it would 
be necessary to get someone with a tractor to move it.  A possible job for the Tidy-Up in January? 

 
 Gemma Bush asked if there was any possibility of stopping the draught from the fire doors by the steps.  

She was informed that there had been work done to draught proof the hall after the new heating had been 
completed, members were unsure what further remedy could be applied. 

  
Users were requested not to stack the chairs in front of the radiators or the Fire doors and to ensure they 
were stacked correctly. 
 
SW spoke about the problem of keeping the front door of the hall locked when not in use. A lot of 
equipment was stored inside therefore it was important for security purposes.  All key users had been 
asked to use the kitchen door to come in and go out from after a meeting or event and not to unlock the 
front door.  It was suggested that the front door key be removed from the shop key ring then it was not 
possible for anyone to unlock that door.  This was agreed and it was hoped it would solve the present 
problem. 
 
New lighting had been purchased by the Roadwater Players and they wanted to charge hirers for the use 
of their lights.  The committee required more information and it was suggested that a meeting be 
organised with the players to discuss this further.      ET/SE/JH 
 
Christos Yianni had been offered John Middleton’s sound equipment at a cost of £500 which he had 
declined but wondered if the Village Hall, possibly in conjunction with the Mineral Line, might be interested 
in purchasing it.  MC bought this forward to the meeting in CY’s absence.  After discussion it was decided 
that storage and transporting of the equipment to the stage could cause a problem so also declined the 
offer. 
 
MC informed members about the forthcoming visit of the Kepow Children’s Theatre on Saturday 19th 
January at 2.30 pm.  It was hoped as much publicity as possibly could be given to this as it was the one 
specific children’s event organised with Take Art this financial year.     MC 

  
 
 The meeting ended at 9.50 pm. 


